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"THROUGH," NOT "OVER."
THE medical student should at the outset understand that

he will not be able to overcome the difficulties of his career,

as a bold rider may cross the hedges and ditches he en-
counters, in a series of flying-leaps. He will have to beat

down and crush the obstacles before him by sheer force of
will and weight of character. In a word, his way will be

tlarough,, rather than over, the course marked out for him,
and the prize will be for the strong instead of the swift-the

persevering and plodding man of sense and industry be re
the brilliant and dashing genius with a passion for winning
applause rather than a power of pressing forward, in face of
hindrances, by steady application. There are many mis-

leading appearances by which a young man entering upon
the study of medicine may be diverted from the straight path
of progress. For example :

It appears that to pass his examinations creditably must
be the pupil’s principal aim. It would be just as accurate,
and not one whit more so, to say that the object chief in

importance to the athlete preparing for a race must be
to satisfy the demands of his trainer, and to pass the ordeal
of the starter’s scrutiny. These preliminaries are essential,
but they are only means to an end. The struggle will begin
when they are completed, and the sort of fitness which may
suffice to carry the candidate through these difficulties will
not ensure his winning the prize. In a qualified sense only
is it true that what lies immediately before the learner
should engross his attention. Plodding industry and method
in work imply concentrated thought on the business in hand,
and, if that is done thoroughly, there will not be much time
or strength to spare for the future; but infinite vexations
and disappointment may be avoided if the student of medi-
cine can once for all convince himself, and ever afterwards
remember, that the knowledge he has now to acquire is for
his daily use in life - not the momentary purpose of

answering a few questions on a particular occasion. The

store of information he is to accumulate must, as a matter
of social policy, be displayed before certain authorities

appointed to ascertain his qualifications for a public career,
but that is a mere incident by the way, and after the first
blush of success by some artifice has subsided, he will much
deplore his folly if the knowledge at his command is not as
complete and well-assorted as the energy of the next few
years can make it. For example, a branch of science so dry
as osteology will, if neglected, be found to constitute the
connecting link between departments of information essential
to the success in life of the busy practitioner. If this is not

perceived at the outset, or the student has not the docility
to credit the wisdom which ordains that he shall devote much

attention to this and other seemingly unpractical matters, he
will discover, too late to repair the error, that he has been
led astray by his own love of ease or self-sufficiency. The

wise learner will take for granted the existence of a well-
considered purpose in the curriculum laid down for him, and,
he will do more, he will regard the outline of subjects
sketched for his guidance as one to be filled in with every
detail, until the sum of the knowledge gained becomes a
finished picture,-no mere scene-painting cunningly devised
to look well in the artificial light of an examination-room ;
but a work of art, solid in character, honest in execution,
and so well worked out and truthfully coloured as to be a

production of permanent value. To make it seem worth

while to bestow the pains this achievement will require, the
student must be brought to see that appearances are de-

ceptive, and what lies beyond the ordeal of the test to be
applied by his examiners is the real object upon which his
attention should be fixed. If he thoroughly prepares for
the practice of a learned and laborious profession, he need
give himself little concern in respect to the call which will
be made on his memory when the time comes to ascertain

his fitness for the enterprise upon which he has entered.

Again, it appears that the examination tests to which the
student will be subjected are very formidable. Most objects
seen through a haze seem to loom on the beholder in unnatural

proportions. When in the process of study the learner

approaches his subj ects, he will find that they are not nearly
so gigantic as they appear when seen through the mist and

obscurity of inexperience. One step leads to another; the

mass of information to be mastered is a chain of knowledge,
and the student will take up a link at a time. Nor, indeed,
are the demands made on a good understanding so great as

they appear to be. Much depends on the manner in which
the learner addresses himself to the task of acquainting
himself with the science in which he will hereafter be re-

quired to show some proficiency. There is a world of differ-

ence between learning by memory and making the know-
ledge appropriated one’s own. Take a commonplace exam-
ple. It would be a stupendous feat of ingenuity to remember
and describe the construction of any very simple piece of
machinery, if the person asked to perform the task were
not intimately acquainted with the mystery of wheels and
cranks, connecting-rods, shafts, and engineering gear gene-
rally ; but if he had lived among these things, seen and
handled them ’daily, it would not only be easy, but a simple
effort of intelligent expression, to put the ideas, ever present
to his mind, into words. Perhaps he might forget a term, or
for a moment fail to recall the precise relation of some com-
plex parts of the whole; but as he proceeded in his de-

scription, the familiar object would present itself to the mind,
and the defect of memory would be corrected. It is just so
with matters of medical knowledge. Anatomy, pathology, sur-

gery, medicine, lose their seeming terrors when they become

subjects of everyday observation ; and it is only in proportion
as they are studied at close quarters, in the dissecting-room,
the dead-house, the operating theatre, and at the bedside,
they can be divested of an ideal character exacting to the

memory, and converted into objects of familiar and almost
unconscious perception. The examination test must always
appear formidable to the mere book-man, who gets his

knowledge of the subjects he is expected to master second-
hand ; but the practical student may rest assured it will
not either terrify or distress him when he has thoroughly
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acquainted himself with the business in hand. The dread of

examination is sometimes to the well-meaning but sensitive

pupil a source of weakness and occasion of mistake. He fears

to leave the issue of the test to be determined by the suf-

ficiency of his knowledge, and begins to work up to the ex-
aminers’ supposed requirements. The moment a student sets

himself to prepare for the table instead of future practice, he
is on a false course. It is because the aim of the " grinder" is
thus wide of the real mark his services are so ruinous to the
learner. The sort of " work" crammed into the memory for

the purpose of passing an examination has nothing in
common with the knowledge upon which the practitioner must
depend in the day of real trial, when the gravest issues are
at stake. And young men are misled by appearances. They
mistake the false for the true. The glib answer which
may satisfy an examiner will not stand the severe trial of a
bedside difficulty. Meanwhile what will meet the need of the

practical emergency should more than satisfy an examiner.
It is thorough knowledge the student wants for after-life; if

he makes it the earnest endeavour of his early days to

secure this sterling prize, he need be harassed by no fear
of examination day, and in proportion as he strives that
his acquaintance with science may be actual and familiar
may he confidently look forward to a successful scholastic
career.

Unfortunately, appearances are too often deceptive in

regard to the attainments of those to whom the student may
be expected, and even advised, to look up as bright ex-

amples of genius and success. Students may and do pass

apparently severe examinations who are not possessed of
knowledge so solid or permanently useful as could be desired.
Many good and true men have fallen under this descrip-
tion, and have been the first to discover and avow the

defect in their qualifications. They have been misled,
as we have just explained, by fear of the examination

ordeal, and resorted to some method of packing information
into their memories without storing it experimentally in their
minds. Occasionally men of real ability have been induced to
have recourse to "cram" under the pressure of emergency.
The earlier months and years have been wasted in idleness,
or wandering in devious paths, and the time lost has had to
be compensated by increased activity. The sterling work
of digging out and appropriating real knowledge is an

enterprise which does not admit of being expedited by
artificial processes. A spurious kind of study has been
substituted for progressive and practical observation and

research, with the untoward consequence that, after all

examinations have been passed, the conscientious man,

aware of his deficiency and deeply lamenting his fault,
has either disguised, or in rare but honourable instances

confessed, his error. The student entering upon his

career will do wisely not to be deceived. Instead of shaping
his course after the example of a man who has "passed"
with seeming distinction after neglect of work in the early
days of life, let him accept the consensus of opinion among
competent judges that the term of the curriculum is not a

day too long for the task to be accomplished. If he would only
lift the veil from those instances of apparent success after

procrastination, he would find a concealed defect, and in the

great majority of cases the mischief done is irreparable. No

pains or skill which may be bestowed on the superstructure
can amend a fault in the foundation. It is the weakness of

our examination system that it tends to give greater kudos
to beauty of design than solidity in construction and detail.
If the pupil is farsighted he will not take advantage of this
defect, but be on his guard against its insensible influence on
his own career. He should stoutly resist the impulse i;(}

strive for effect rather than the sterling qualities of depth
and solidity. This is a point on which we are most

desirous to speak plainly and earnestly, because it is at the-

outset of his work in the schools the learner must make the

stern resolve to labour for permanent results, rather than

ephemeral distinction. A good runner reserves his strength,
and will not allow the plaudits of on-lookers to lure him tm
exhaustion. The same wise policy should govern the self-
conduct of the student. He who would achieve a great
victory must learn to handle his forces with judgment and to-
mature his plans. It is generally a suspicious circumstance
if the student of medicine makes too great a rush at his
work. It is better to be patient and strong than impetuous
and easily exhausted. Good work is commonly slow, nearly
always laborious, and ever persevering. It is of the last

moment that the student should not emulate the brilliancy
of success without that progressive industry of which suc-
cess is the appropriate because deserved reward.
The aim must be to get through work, not over the

gr und. With this purpose as a guiding principle, it will
not be difficult so to order the daily performance of duty as
to assure the reward of industry. Without order and method

the student can be certain of nothing. Here and there

may be found men who seem to pick up their knowledge
at random, and at stray moments; but there is no greater
mistake than to suppose that this is actually the case.
Learners of this class, of which the student is sure to

meet examples - whom he will probably look upon with

envy - are especially keen observers, and perhaps gifted
with a rare faculty of orderly thought, exercised, it may be

unconsciously. That which such men do apparently with-
out effort, the mind of ordinary calibre must accomplish
by care and perseverance. It is impossible to obtain in-
formation without pains of some kind, and if the pupil does
not rapidly take in knowledge by observation he must

acquire it by industry. Nothing will be gained by dis-

guising from the young man entering upon the study of
medicine that the career has many and great difficulties. It

is not child’s play that awaits the pupil. If he is not possessed
of a considerable share of energy, intellectual acuteness, and

determination, it will be discreet to abandon the vocation at
the outset. Lives and talents which would be valuable else-

where are often wasted in our profession. It is one in which

success cannot be secured even by the able unless they are
also gifted with special tact. Each year finds the obstacles

to progress increasingly numerous and formidable. The

candidate must not measure his capacity by that of the

older race of practitioners. These men entered the lists

and won their spurs when the strife was incomparably
less exacting than it will be found by those now com-

mencing. The peril in learning is an undue reliance on

memory; the difficulty of practice consists in applying the

principles of science to the investigation and treatment of
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disease. The art of combating disease has, so to say,

fallen into neglect, and the higher and more natural, but

incompawbly less facile, method of developing and enforcing
the laws of health has been established in its place. Medi-

cine is no longer a << craft," or a mystery," consisting in the

prescription of particular drugs or the performance of special
operations for the relief of suffering. It is a branch of

applied science in which the conditions of normal life and
function are sought out with infinite research, and imposed
on the organism as preventive or restorative agents in the
avoidance of disease. The tactics of the physician are not
as they once were, chiefly defensive. He wages a ceaseless

war against the enemy, and his principal aim is to hunt out
and destroy the foes of life and health while yet lying in
ambu,h and undeclared. It is easy to see how much more

extensive and intimate must be the knowledge which will
arm the practitioner for this enterprise than that which
suffided for the mere onslaught upon unmasked maladies
and active disease. The student will do wisely to recognise
the change which has been effected, with all it involves. The
task before him is far higher, and it calls for a keener and

more cultivated intellect than that which taxed the powers
of those who have gone before him, even less than a genera-
tion ago.
The cultivation required for a medical career is, unhappily,

too commonly overlooked. The seeming tendency to lower
the standard of general education, created by certain retro-
grade proceedings on the part of some examining boards, I

should not be suffered to mislead. However low the minimum

of preliminary knowledge required may be fixed, it will be
found, in the long run, that only those succeed, in the true
sense of the word professionally and socially, who are men of
respectable general attainments. It may be the fact that of

late years medicine as a profession has lost some of its repute
for learning and yielded the first place in literature, but this
state of matters cannot be permanent, and it will be, above
all things, politic for the beginner to dismiss the notion that
skill without enlightenment, or industry without intellectual
capacity, ctn suffice for success. This ip a matter upon
which it is desirable to insist with especial carefulness. Half-
educated youths should be warned away from the portals of
the profession. Their introduction can only issue in dis-

appointment to themselves and injury to the status of the
body they seek to join. Nor is it well to veil the inevitable

fact that medicine is a pursuit in which a man must for years
to come rely exclusively upon his own pecuniary resources.
It is increasingly difficult, and before long it may be im-

possible, for young men to obtain remunerative appoint-
ments, or enter into practice, until they have spent a con-
siderable period in the study and exercise of their profession
after passing. Vexation and embarrassment will be avoided

if this is understood before it is too late to choose a more

lucrative appointment. Medicine is probably the last voca-
tion an impecunious man who has not enjoyed the advantages
of a liberal education and good society should enter. The
want of intellectual, social, and material resources will

cripple his energy and chafe his spirit at every step under-
taken without these qualifications. It is prudent to look
ahead in matters of economy and a little plain speaking at the
outset may save many regrets. Nothing can be more ill-

advised, than to aim low in commencing a professional
career. In medicine the error is sure to be visited with

heavy penalties. What are sometimes called the lower walks

of the profession are crowded to excess, and to the struggle
for bare existence in these departments we owe the worst
troubles and the most serious obstacles to progress. It can

only be entire misapprehension that would induce the friends
of any young man seeking a livelihood to select this way of
reaching that object. Meanwhile, as we have said, for the

higher grades of success in our profession the indispensable
qualifications are by no means inconsiderable, and they admit
of no abatement.

We have deemed it expedient to address the student thus
frankly, and with a high regard for his permanent advan-
tage. It is easy to give free scope to the cheery thoughts
which crowd on the minds of m"n who have passed many
years in the study and practice of medicine when they turn
to welcome the youths, full of promise and hope, who year
by year recruit the ranks of the profession. They look back
on their own lives, and, while anxious that others should

profit by their experience, the spirit of enterprise boundfi
with renewed vigour within them, the clouds disappear
below the horizon, and again the outlook is clear and

alluring. There can be few paths in life so pleasant to retrace
in thought as that trodden by the physician or surgeon who
has done good work in his vocation nnd honourably dis-

charged the obligations oF a noble calling. There can be n.

more worthy or sincerely gratifying occupation in life than

the ministry of health and the relief of suffering. The prac-
titioner in medicine encounters manifold difficulties, humi-

liations, and disappointments; but he has the happiness of
participating in some of the most ex,iltecl and purest of

human pleasures. To chase away the clouds from the lives

of his fellow-men, to remove the causes of many of their
most wearing anxieties, to assuage their poignant griefs,
are triumphs of which any humane heart may be proud, and
in which it must enjoy unalloyed gratification. To make

the labour sweet and the toil light, to secure the largest
share of true pleasure in preparation for, or the exercise of
this great calling, truth, honour, and a strong and resolute
purpose are indispensable. Unworthy motives and low aims
are incompatible with the discharge of duty to a lofty com-
mission. That which the practitioner in medicine holds is
second to none. It enjoins care for the integrity and health of
body and mind. It spans the whole compass of life, from

its earliest beginnings to the vanishing point where it mingles
in eternity. The inspiring impulse and strength for service
and success in an enterprise so vast and all-important must
be sought where the highest and holiest, the best and the

only enduring, founts of energy are to be founi&mdash;in a

supreme sense of responsibility for the discharge of duty
known, and an honest and single desire for enlightenment
in the path of duty as yet undiscerned. No vocation in life

has higher obligations, or is calculated to exert a more

elevating influence on the moral character than that of the
physician. None brings man into closer relation with the
issues of life and death. The student should so shape his
conduct and way through the world that when the stage of
pupilage is passed he may have learnt to live and labour as
one who fulfils a high command.


